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If we were implementing a new 
open science policy how would we 

monitor it?
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Good news
• There has been a lot of thinking in Europe already about frameworks for 

monitoring open science, and that thinking is openly available

 Data & indicators is what you collect, framework is the understanding of where you 
should / shouldn’t use them, caveats in analysis etc.

• Along with the explosion of new platforms and approaches there has been an 
explosion of new sources of data available for use in assessment
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Bad news
• Monitoring is not an exception to the “fast, cheap, good – pick two” rule of 

thumb … there will inevitably be trade-offs

 “cheap” is “low burden on researchers”

 Usually qualitative is gold standard, but means more burden

• Older frameworks don’t cover what we need
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Taking a step back
• Important first to clearly define some things:

 What’s the goal of the monitoring?

 What level does it monitor at?

 Researchers? Projects? Programme?

 Who are the results for?

 The broader the group the more effort needs to go into helping with interpretation
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Goals - what are we most 
interested in?
• Compliance?

 Were project outputs made open access?

• Trends?

 How open were projects beyond compliance?

• Impact?

 What were the outcomes of being open?
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Impacts we may be interested in
• Instrumental

 Did the work change plans, policies, decisions in the “real” world

• Conceptual

 Changes to attitudes, awareness, knowledge

• Capacity building

 Skills and expertise gained?

• Enduring connectivity

 Were relationships or levels of trust built?

• Economic

 Patents, spin offs, consulting etc.
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A few indicators & data sources
• Case studies – useful to tease out trends or important events that can’t be 

extrapolated from the data

• Interactions with research or projects on social media: accounts with high 
follower count, journalists, government employees, companies interacting 
with research

• Patent & policy document data: is research cited in these sources?

• Expanded citation based metrics: looking specifically at cross-disciplinary 
research, or research with civil co-authors



Open Science Monitor
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“Indicator Frameworks for 
Fostering Open Knowledge 
Practices…” – Wouters et al 2019
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Advantages for more focused projects
• If number and projects is known and manageable then qualitative data 

capture is easier

• If subject area is more tightly focused then comparisons & benchmarking is 
easier

• If countries represented share common scholarly norms & infrastructure 
then easier to rule out biases in indicator data sources
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Thanks! Takeaway points:
 You will have to make trade-offs between speed, researcher burden and robustness

 There are lots of indicators and approaches, the difficult part is the framework for 
understanding which to use when and for what

 Essential to first be clear on goals of monitoring

 Good news is that you can build on existing work
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